Harry S. Truman (US) speaking, pan to audience applauding.

Paul Henri Spaak (Belgium) speaking in French

Pres. Van Kleffens, Dag Hammarskjold (Sec. Gen), Truman arriving on stage.

Audience applauding and sitting.

V. Molotov (USSR) approaching rostrum

Delegates sitting - (Sound: Pres. van Kleffens announcing Antoine Pinay (France). Pinay approaching rostrum and speaking in French

van Kleffens announcing J. F. Dulles (US) - Dulles approaching rostrum (sound: applauds), speaking, cu

van Kleffens introducing Prince Alhassan (Yemen) speaking in Arabic, cu

Dukuly (Liberia) speaking

Lester B. Pearson (Canada) speaking, ending speech

Pres. van Kleffens Adjourns meeting - audience leaving